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Seven naive rats were trained on Sidman avoidance. Following adaptation to 3-sec 
response-contingent light presentations, Ss reeeived alternate days of VI 3-sec classical 
conditioning in which the light was paired with shock. During testing, the unreinforced 
light es was response produced during short periods of the avoidance sessions. 
Acceleration of avoidance ("secondary" self-punitive behavior) resulted during these 
periods, Pavlovian extinction resulted in its rapid attenuation, and Pavlovian 
reconditioning produced immediate recovery. An interresponse time analysis of the 
secondary punishment periods revealed that mean IRTs increase linearly as a function of 
the number of previously punished responses, suggesting that the phenomenon is 
sufficiently delicate that response suppression would probably result if the punishment 
periods were prolonged. 

Arecent review of two-factor learning 
(Rescorla & Solomon, 1967) summarizes 
the results of research exploring the effects 
of various Pavlovian stimuli on operant 
behavior. In nearly a11 of these studies, 
howeve r, the Pavlovian stimuli are 
independent of the operant response. Liltle 
research has been done on the numerous 
possible ways of making the occurrence of 
such stimuli dependent upon the operant 
response. One possible relationship of 
interest would be to make the occurrence 
of such stimuli response-contingent. This 
has recently been attempted by Rescorla 
(J 969) and Weisman & Litner (1969) for 
an avoidance-contingent es- and both 
s tudies demonstrated an increase in 
avoidance rates. In the case of the 
avoidance-contingent es+, Grossen & 
Bolles (1968) showed that the 
interresponse time (IRT) subsequent to a 
response-contingent CS+ was shortened on 
a VR 10 secondary punishment schedule 
during Sidman avoidance extinetion, and 
Ben der (1969) has shown that an 
avoidance-contingent Pavlovian es+ will 
increase resistance to extinction in a 
discrete trial situation. The present study 
attempts to determine the effects of an 
unreinforced CS+ on maintained Sidman 
avoidance du ring periodic secondary 
punishment. There are several possible 
outcomes for this experiment predictable 
from related literature. The response 
contingency as such might prove irrelevant 
or at least secondary to the simple presence 
of the Pavlovian stimuli, in wh ich case the 
result should be in the direction of 
acceleration as reported for noncontingent 
Pavlovian CS+s (Martin & Riess, 1969, 
Rescorla, 1966; Riess, 1969; Riess & 
Martin, 1969; Sidman, Herrnstein, & 
Conrad, 1957). If the prediction is based 
on the analogy with studies of primar}' 
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punishment of avoidance, one could 
predict either acceleration (Brown, 1969; 
Sandler, 1964) from the discrete trial 
literature, or suppression (McCullough, 
Shuman, & McIntire, 1969; McIntire, 
Davis, Cohen, & Franch, 1968; Powell & 
Morris, 1969) from the free operant 
literature. If the analogy were drawn with 
secondary punishment of appetitive 
behavior, suppression should result (Hake 
& Azrin, 1965). 

SUBJECTS 
The Ss were seven naive Wistar albinos 

taken from the colony maintained by the 
Galesburg State Research Hospital 
Psychology Laboratory. The first (pilot) S 
was a male reared under normallaboratory 
conditions. The last six were females reared 
in an enriched environment described 
previously (Riess & Plaut, 1970). All seven 
were moved to individual cages between 72 
and 80 days of age, when experimentation 
began. 

APPARATUS 
The apparatus consisted of a modified 

Lehigh- Valley plastic shuttlebox, a 
Grason-Stadler shock generator and 
scrambler, white-noise generator, 
air-circulation fan, and sound-attenuation 
chest described previously (Riess & Bath, 
1970). A 7\6.-W white light in the sound 
chest ceiling provided illumination and two 
60-W red lights served as the es. 

PROCEDURE 
The six female Ss were run through the 

following three-step sequence before 
testing began. 

(I) Sidman avoidance acquisition 
consisted of nine daily 30-min sessions 
with RS = 30 sec, SS = 5 sec, and 
shock = .15 sec, 1.6 mA. Females raised in 
an enriched environment and trained in a 
shuttle box reach an efficient and stable 
hurdle-cross pattern in a remarkably short 

period of time (Riess, 1970; Riess & Plaut, 
1970), normally avoiding over 95% of the 
shocks be fore an hour of training is 
completed. 

(2) Adaptation was identical to Step 1, 
except that 3-sec red-light presentations 
were made response-contingent for all 
responding du ring the 10th, 15th, 20th, 
25th, and 30th min of the session. In cases 
of interresponse times of less than 3 sec, 
the CS went off and then on immediately 
for another 3 sec, although this proved to 
be a relatively infrequent occurrence. The 
very short light duration was selected so 
that its offset would normally precede the 
subsequent avoidance response and thus 
minimize the possibility of superstitious 
reinforcement of responding (during 
testing) by having it adventitiously 
terminate after a response. A rate change 
ratio was computed from the formula 
2B/(A + 2B), where A (baseline) = 
responding du ring the 120-sec pre-CS 
periods and B = responding du ring the 
I-min periods with the CS+ contingency. 
Ss were required to have a 
2-consecutive-day average of between .475 
and .525 before proceeding. 

(3) Classical conditioning consisted of 
eight coterminous light-shock pairings per 
session. The intertrial interval (!TI) was 
variable with three randomized values of 
30 and 90 see and two values of 60 sec. 
The CS-US interval was variable with three 
randomized values of 1 and 5 sec and two 
values of 3 sec. The US was a .15-sec 4-mA 
shock. The Pavlovian pairings were 
administered while S was confined to one 
side of the shuttlebox by a transparent 
plastic barrier, and the side of confinement 
was alternated on successive sessions. 
Avoidance was continued on alternate days 
bec au se u nin t erru p te d sessions of 
inescapable shocks would otherwise disrupt 
performance. 

( 4a) Testing was begun after two 
c1assical conditioning sessions and was 
identical to Step 2. The cJassical 
conditioning continued on alternate days. 
This continued for 4 test days. 

(4b) Ss were run an additional 4 days 
(4b), with the punishment periods reduced 
to the first 40 sec of the 10th, 20th, and 
30th min. The formula was adjusted to 
3B/{A + 3B). 

(5) Pavlovian extinction was be gun on 
alternate days after eight test sessions and 
was identical to Step 3 except that the 
light went unreinforced. Testing was 
continued on alternate days (as in 4b) until 
Ss met an extinction criterion identical to 
that for adaptation. 

(6) Pavlovian reconditioning was 
identical to Step 3 and was followed by a 
single test session. 

The single male (pilot) S was treated 
identically except that (1) 18 avoidance 
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Fig. I. Effects of an unreinforced response-contingent Pavlovian CS+ on avoidance 
behavior. Closed figures indicate the light was reinforced in previous c1assical conditioning 
sessions. 500 indicates no change in rates, .667 indicates a doubling of rate. 

sessions were used with shock set at 1 mA; 
(2) adaptation and test intervals were the 
9th, 10th, 19th, 20th, 29th, and 30th min 
and the rate-change ratio used a baseline of 
4 min; (3) the c1assical conditioning 
inrensity was 1 mA, and 32 pairings were 
administered prior to testing; and (4) Steps 
5 and 6 were omitted. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Adaptation proved a relatively routine 

matter, four of the six Ss reaching criterion 
on the first 2 days and the remaining two 
requiring only 1 additional day. 

The major results are presented in Fig. 1, 
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Fig. 2. Sequential IRTs as a function of 
the number of previously punished 
responses. The data are means for a11 six 5s. 
Tbe horizontal line indicates the mean IRT 
for the haseline periods. 
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which may be considered an AB BAß 
design, with the first A (adaptation) and 
the second A (extinction) representing the 
absence of the independent variable 
(baseline) and the first two ßs 
(reinforcement) and the last B 
(reconditioning) demonstrating the effect 
of the independent variable. "CA" (left) 
indicates criterion adaptation (last 2 days) 
and shows that the light was a 
response-contingent neutral stimulus. 
Following pairings with shock, the light 
produced a weak but reliable acceleration 
(.556 for Sessions 1-4), and when the 
punishment intervals were reduced in 
frequency and duration, the acceleration 
increased markedly (.598). This suggests 
that the density of secondary punishment 
is quite critical to the maintenance of 
acceleration. Extinction proved 
surprisingly abrupt, with four Ss reaching 
criterion in 2 days, one in 3, and one in 4. 
This is presumably due to the atypically 
short (3 sec) CS intervals used in this 
study. The last 2 days of extinction are 
presented as criterion performance (CE) 
and the single session following 
reconditioning (RC) demonstrates recovery 
of response levels comparable to the two 
reinforcement periods in all six Ss and 
shows that stimulus control of the 
acceleration can be attributed eXc1usively 
to the stimulus-contingency on the 
intervening days. 

The ratios for the pilot S (not shown) 
increased from .485 (adaptation) to .543 
(six test sessions). If the punishment 
intervals for this S are split in half, the 
ratio is .563 for the first minute and .521 

for the second. Because of the tendency of 
repeated punishments to produce response 
patterns less indicative of acceleration and 
more suggestive of suppression, the second 
four test sessions were given to reduce the 
density of punishment and to record 
interresponse times (IRTs) following each 
punished response. Since the transition 
from a c1early accelerative to a more nearly 
suppressive pattern appeared to be a 
successive one, the IRT da ta from the 
punishment intervals was grouped on the 
basis of how many punished responses 
occurred and was then plotted as 
sequential IRT me ans. Inspec!ion of Fig. 2 
reveals a steady increase in M IRTs (and 
reciprocal reduction in response rate) as a 
function of the number of previously 
punished responses. This explains both the 
differences in the ratios for the first and 
second punishment minutes in the pilot S 
and the jump in the ratios from Sessions 
1-4 to 5-8 in Fig. 1. It also suggests quite 
strongly that a response-contingent 
Pavlovian CS+ would act as a suppressor of 
avoidance behavior if longer periods of 
punishment had been used. 

This rapid decrease in rates as a function 
of successive punishments can be seen even 
more dramatically by computing two mean 
IRTs for all of the punishment intervals, 
one for the time elapsing between the first 
punished response and the subsequent one 
and another for the last punished response 
and the subsequent one. The mean IRT is 
8.8 following the first punished response 
and 16.9 following the last. Translated into 
pro rata acceleration ratios, this gives a 
.639 ratio (neady double rate) for the first 
punished response and a .4 79 ratio 
(suppression) for the last. 

One final occurrenceof note is the IRT 
distribution inversions (i.e., the frequency 
of IRTs emitted is lowest around the mean 
during punishment, whereas it is highest 
during regular avoidance), which are 
skewed to the 1eft. This is illustrated most 
dramatically in SI, who made nine 
responses during his 11 th punishment 
interval and still managed to distribute 
them so inefficiently that he received a 
shock. The same S made four responses 
during the 20th punishment interval and 
picked up both due shocks from separate 
R-S intervals. This highly scattered IRT 
pattern began to more closely resemble the 
normally distributed baseline distribution 
by the last four test sessions. Another 
related result was that, although avoidance 
rates increased during the punishmen t 
periods, shock rates increased as weIl, a 
consistent finding due to the erratic IRT 
scatter. 
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Effects of a Pavlovian conditioned fear stimulus 
on avoidance performance attenuated 

by experimental extinction 

DENNIS K. KAMANO 
Galesburg State Research Hospital, Galesburg, 111. 61401 

This study explored the effects on avoidance responding of superimposing a fear 
stimulus (CS+) after the avoidance response had been inhibited by experimental 
extinction. The CS+, established by coterminous delay conditioning, enhanced the 
response rate when presented either early in the extinction process or after completion of 
it. The same result was obtained for enhancement of response rate following CS+ offset. 

It has been demonstrated repeatedly 
that a stimulus (CS+) consistently paired 
with an aversive US (pavlovian fear 
cond i tioning) acquires an excitatory 
function, i.e., when presented during 
Sidman avoidance sessions, it will raise 
response rate. The present study is 
concerned with the effects of presenting 
such a CS+ on avoidance behavior, but 
after the avoidance response had been 
inhibited by experimental extinction. An 
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earlier research by Kamano1 had explored 
the effects of presenting a CS+, established 
by coterminous delay conditioning, during 
avoidance-response extinction. 
Superimposing the CS+ early in extinction 
enhanced the response rate, as expected, 
but, more surprisingly, as extinction 
proceeded to a "Ieveling-off' point, the 
CS+ continued to enhance the response 
rate. In addition, CS+ offset also enhanced 
the response rate throughout the entire 

extinction process. 
In the present study the CS+ was 

presented after extinction of shuttlebox 
avoidance had been completed, i.c., after 
avoidance response had been extinguished 
to pretraining hurdle-crossing level. We 
were concerned with whether or not the 
CS+ was capable of eliciting an 
"extinguished" avoidance response. 

SUBJECTS 
Ss were three naive 65-day-old male 

Wistar albino rats from the colony 
maintained at the Galesburg State Research 
Hospital, and were housed in individual 
cages throughout the experiment. 

APPARATUS 
Th e apparatus was a modified 

Mowrer-Miller shuttlebox with a 
1O.l6-cm-high hurdle and a drop gate wh ich , 
when lowered, prevented hunlle crossing. 
A 10-W light bulb mounted above each 
compartment served as the CS, and shock 
was delivered through a grid fl oor. Details 
of the apparatus and shock source are 
described elsewhere (Kamano, 1968). 

PROCEDURE 
Pretraining 

Ss were previously handled and, prior to 
experimental training, each S received one 
30-min session per day in the shuttle box 
over the 2 consecutive days to determine 
the operant rate for hurdle crossing. 

Avoidanee Training 
Immediately following pretraining, Ss 

received shuttle box avoidance training on a 
Sidman avoidance schedule with a 
shock-shock interval of 5 sec, a 
response-shock interval of 30 sec, and a 
shock intensity of 450 microamperes. One 
30-min avoidance training session per day 
was given until performance had stabilized 
to a level where S received no more than 
six shocks per session over 2 consecutive 
days. 

Pavlovian Conditioning 
After reaching the avoidance-training 

criterion, each S was given five Pavlovian 
conditioning sessions with avoidance 
training continuing on alternate days. The 
Pavlovian sessions were presented 
alternatelyon the two sides of the 
shuttle box, and each session consisted of 
six trials with a mean intertrial interval of 
2 min (range, 1.5-2.5 min). Six light 
CSs (two each) of 10, 20, or 30 sec 
duration, coterminous with a standard 
5-sec 450-microampere shock, were 
presented during each session 

Pavlovian Conditioning 
and Avoidance Extinction 

The above phase was then followed by a 
series of avoidance extinction sessions (Le., 
the avoidance contingencies were not in 
effect) with Pavlovian conditioning 
continuing on alternate days. The 30-sec 
unreinforced CS+ were presented du ring 
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